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ABSTRACT
Public safety event is a danger and urgent event that need early detection, fast response and exact recover. The
efficient method for responding to a happening public safety event is to collect and describe the related data. In
addition to the surveillance cameras from the physical space, the social media data can also be used to collect and
describe the related data. In addition to the surveillance cameras from the physical space, the social media data can
also be used to collect and describe the related data of a public safety event. In this paper the proposed method
concentrates on the steps for describing public safety events. Given a public safety event, videos from the
surveillance cameras and social messages from social sensors are collected. The different mode of information
including texts, videos and spatial-temporal data is mined to give a description exactly and concisely. At first, the
social sensors are associated to surveillance camera by the spatial and temporal information. Second, the social
messages are associated to surveillance cameras by semantic information. In third step the social messages are
associated to surveillance cameras by the visual features. Apart from the text, social sensors may upload images or
videos. Finally the different mode of description is driven based on the three different associations.
Keywords : Mobile crowd sensing, public safety events, social media, spatial-temporal data, surveillance cameras.

I. INTRODUCTION
Now, the public safety events have an influence on the
daily life of a person in the society. We can say that no
individuals are immune from the public safety events
that need early detection, fast response and exact
recovers [15]. The public safety event can be divided
into three types by the cause reasons. The first type is
caused by nature, which can be named as natural safety
event. For example, On April 2015 a highly destructive
earth quake struck Nepal, nearly 9,000 people are killed
and nearly 22,000 people are injured. The second type is
caused by disease, which can be termed as health safety
event. For example, Zika virus is an infectious disease
spread by mosquito bites. The Zika outbreak has raised
concerns among travelers with plans to visit affected
regions. The third type is caused by person themselves.
The terror attacks in Pathankot and Uri are the most
recent attack of external forces. This paper focus on the
third category of public safety event, such as terror
attacks, traffic event and non-rural emergency event.

The efficient method for response to a happening public
safety event is to collect and describe the related data.
Recently video surveillance system is used to collect the
data of public safety event. About 95% of public safety
event uses video surveillance system to get data and try
to recover the situation. This is an important safety
system because of its accurate, timely and rich
information content [16]. But the current video
surveillance system has some problem to process public
safety events 1) it is highly expensive 2) less coverage
and 3) it is difficult to extract the real-time related
information from the surveillance videos. The important
factor of a public safety event such as face of a suspect
and the registration number of a vehicle are difficult to
extract [50].Moreover these factors the property of a
public safety event is also difficult to find. For example
the surveillance camera cannot detect a fight event
automatically with higher precision.
Along with the surveillance cameras the social media
data can also be used to describe the related data of a
public safety event [4], [1] with the development of
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mobile crowd sensing method the social media user can
transfer the information into knowledge. The mobile
crowd sensing participant can be as “social sensors”
[12]. A social sensor is defined as an agent that provides
information about environment on a social network after
interaction with other agents [9]. The physical sensors
present in mobile devices such as GPS are used to infer
social relationships and human activities. Social media
are the appropriate platforms. But these social sensor
based descriptions have some challenges. 1) The quality
of the social media data is low 2) most of the social
media messages are with low value 3) the social
messages about public safety events are with week
association. The spatial and temporal relations between
social messages are difficult to mined and related.
The data from the surveillance camera and social media
are integrated in this paper, the disadvantages of
surveillance camera and social media can be made up
each other.
1) The mobile crowd sensing on social media can
provide the data of public safety event which the
surveillance camera does not cover the important
features of mobile crowd sensing is pervasive. The
witness can give description by social media through the
place of the event may not cover by a surveillance
camera.
2) The mobile crowd sensing on social media can
provide different data other than only video data by
surveillance cameras. The social media user can give
the temporal, spatial and semantic information of a
public safety event. The semantic information can
improve the event detection. The social media can
improve the precision of event description.
3) The surveillance camera can be used to reduce the
noise and redundancy of social media data. If a public
safety event can be detected by a surveillance camera,
the spatial and temporal information can provide the
location and time of the camera.
4) The surveillance camera can be used to link the social
media data of the public safety event. The spatial and
temporal information can be used to associate the
related information of social media. The event
information of the surveillance camera can be used to
link the social media about the same event.
The proposed method focuses on the step for describing
public safety. Given a public safety event, the videos
from surveillance cameras and messages from social
media are collected. The different information including

texts, images, videos and spatial-temporal data is mined
to give the description accurate and concise. Basically,
the proposed method consists of four stages. First, the
social sensors are linked to the surveillance camera by
the spatial and temporal information. The social
messages and surveillance video can be related if they
are in the same time interval or the near place. Second,
the social messages are associated to surveillance
cameras by the semantic information. The semantic
information can be extracted from video using the event
detection algorithm. The social messages and
surveillance videos can be related if they mention the
same event. In the third stage, the social messages are
linked to surveillance cameras by the visual feature. In
addition to the texts social sensors may upload images
or videos. The visual features such as face, vehicle
register number can be extracted and related to the
videos. Finally the multi modal representation step is
given based on the three different associations. To
remove the data noise and redundancy, data fusion
method is used.
This paper proposes a novel method for describing
public safety events using multi-modal data. These data
is from different space (cyber space and physical space)
is used.
The four different stages of the proposed method are
given. The four stages aim at linking related information
from social media and surveillance camera.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
In this section, the problem formulation is given first,
and then the basic definitions of the proposed method
are listed. Finally the basic elements of the social media
and surveillance videos of public safety events are also
introduced. The proposed description of public safety
events based on the integration of social media and
surveillance videos are given.
Input: The public safety event, the related social
messages of the event and the related videos from
surveillance camera.
Output: The different description of the given public
safety events including spatial-temporal description,
visual description and semantic description.
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A) Semantic Description
CS (p) = {cs1, cs2… cs׀CS (p)} ׀

(2)

Semantic description is output to detect which kind of
event happens. The semantic description can be
extracted from the keywords of social media and the
event detected from the surveillance cameras.

Definition 4) Semantic Element of the Public Safety
Event

B) Spatial-Temporal Description

The semantic elements include Keywords (KW)
Patterns (P) and Sentences (S) from MS (p) these
elements are denoted as

The spatial description including the happened and
spread places of the public safety event. The spatial
description can be extracted from the information of
social media users or the information from the
surveillance camera.
The temporal data include the time stamp information of
the public safety event. This data can be extracted from
the post time of social message or the system time of the
surveillance camera.
C) Visual Description
This data include the image and video of the public
safety event. The visual description can be extracted
from the uploaded visuals of the social messages or
surveillance camera.

(3)
(4)

S (p) = {s1, s2…s׀S(p)} ׀

(5)

The semantic elements also includes event type (ET)
from CS (p) which is denoted as
ET (p) = {et1, et2…et׀ET(p)}׀
(6)
Definition 5) Spatial Elements of Public Safety Event
The spatial elements include Location Stamps (LS)
Check-in (CI) from MS (p). These elements are denoted
as
LS (p) = {ls1, ls2…ls׀LS(p)}׀
(7)
CI (p) = {ci1, ci2…ci׀CI(p)}׀
(8)
The spatial elements also include Geo information (GI)
of cameras from CS (p) which is denoted as

PROBLEM DEFINITION
A public safety event is something that happens at some
specific time and often at some specific places [17] is
defined as follows.
Definition 1) Public Safety Event (p) a public safety
event is something that happens at some specific time
and at some specific places.
Definition 2) Social Message Set of a Public Safety
Event (MS (p)) the social message set contains the
related messages of a public safety event. Social
message mention the place, timestamp, text or visual
information of the public safety event. The message set
is denoted as
MS (p) = {ms1, ms2…ms׀MS (p)} ׀

KW (p) = {kw1, kw2…kw׀KW (p)}׀
P (p) = {p1, p2…p׀P(p)}׀

(1)

GI (p) = {g1, g2…gi׀GI(p)}׀

(9)

Definition 6) Temporal Elements of Public Safety
Events
The temporal elements provide the information of the
public safety event. The temporal elements include
Posted Time (PT) from MS (p) which is denoted as
PT (p) = {pt1, pt2…pt׀PT(p)}׀

(10)

The temporal elements also include System Time (ST)
of camera from CS (p) which is denoted as
ST (p) = {st1, st2…st׀ST(p)}׀

(11)

Definition 3) Surveillance Camera Set of public safety
event CS(p)

Definition 7) Visual Elements of the Public Safety
Event

The nearby camera set contains the cameras near the
happening place public safety event which is defined as

The visual elements include Uploaded Images and video
(UI) from MS (p) which is denoted as
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B) Integration layer
UI (p) = {ui1, ui2…ui׀UI(p)}׀

(12)

Visual elements also include camera videos (CV) from
CS (p) which is denoted as
CV (p) = {cv1, cv2…cv׀CV(p)}׀

In this layer the basic elements are extracted. The
integration method based on semantic, spatial, temporal
and visual elements from social and physical layer is
given.

(13)
C) Multi-Modal Representation Layer

3. The Proposed Method
The proposed method consists of four layers including
spatial-temporal integration layer, semantic integration
layer, visual layer and multi- modal representation layer.
The proposed framework is set as a hierarchical model
including three layers.
Multi-modal Representation Layer

In this layer multi-modal representation of public safety
event is launched. This includes semantic, spatial,
temporal and visual aspects.
3.1 Integration of Semantic Elements
The semantic elements include patterns (P), keywords
(KW) and Sentences (S) from social media. Keywords
can describe the type of a public safety event. For
example the keyword “FIRE” and “Fire Man” can
reflect a real time fire event. The semantic elements
include event type (ET) from surveillance cameras. The
integration of social media and surveillance camera only
based on semantic elements is not enough for the
description. The same type of event may happen in
different places. So the spatial and temporal information
should be considered.
3.2 Integration of Spatial-Temporal Elements
Spatial elements include check-in (CI) and location
stamp (LS) information from social media. The location
stamp is the world; it can be a building, a road, or a
famous place etc. The location stamp is usually a spatial
field.

Figure 1: Structure of the Proposed Method
A) Social and Physical Layer
In this layer the related data to a public safety event is
collected. The data space includes physical and social
space. The social space collects the data from social
media. The users may post related messages when they
see a real- time happening public safety event. The
physical space collects data from the surveillance
cameras. The cameras may record the video about the
public safety event.

Besides the location stamp, the social media users also
provide check-in information. This is usually a tuple
with the longitude and latitude data. The check-in
information is a unique spatial data. The spatial
elements also include Geo information (GI) from
surveillance cameras. The Geo information is similar to
the check-in information of a social user.
The integration of the spatial information from social
media and surveillance camera is based on map distance.
The spatial information can be seen as a node and the
distance between nodes can be seen as a link. In the
proposed system the spanning tree algorithm is used to
simplify the network. The weight of the minimum
spanning tree is set as the direct distance in the map.
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The temporal elements include posted time (PT) from
social messages. Each social message has a post time
stamp. The temporal data also include system time (ST)
of surveillance cameras. The integration of temporal
information is based on time range. The time range is
from the starting time to the ending time of the public
safety event. The important time stamp must contain
new location check-in information or new keywords.
3.3 Integration of Visual Elements
The integration of visual elements between social media
and surveillance camera is based on person, vehicles
and scene. These are extracted from uploaded image by
saliency analysis method [13]. Content Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR) system is based to integrate the
element from social media and surveillance camera. The
person and vehicle extracted from the uploaded image
by social media users are set as the search query to the
CBIR system. The videos from the cameras are set as
data base to the system. Visual statements are built
using the extracted interest points. Later the visual
statements are used to estimate the similarity distance
which are used to create the image data set clusters.

Another method uses surveillance camera as the
detector. This method is different from social media
based scenario. The initial event detector in this method
is manually. Since the precision is very low. It is
unpractical to use automatic surveillance cameras. The
camera can only provide videos compared to social
media.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Data Sets
Four types of public safety events are selected as the
experimental data including fire, car crash, crowd and
protest. These four types of events can be detected by
detectors. Four real events are taken as events to collect
related data.
Data from social media and surveillance cameras are
collected as the dataset. The social media data is
collected by the keywords of these four kinds of events.
The video from the surveillance cameras are collected
from the time range of the happening time of the public
safety event.

3.4 Multi-Modal Representation
The multi-modal representation of public safety event is
based on the spatial-temporal information, semantic
information and visual information. The data is from
social media and surveillance camera. The
representation is different where the proposed method
chooses different space as the event detector.

Camera 1
Eve
nt

Message 1

Steps of multi-modal representation
1) Some keywords are used to search the related social
message of a public safety event. For example “Flood”
is used as a keyword to detect a flood related event.
2) Not all social messages provide useful information. It
is needed to remove noisy messages, for this the
filtering method is used.
3) The spatial-Temporal, semantic and visual elements
are extracted from the selected social messages. The
surveillance cameras near the spatial information from
social messages are selected. After collecting the
information integration is conducted to give the multimodal representation. The integration step improves the
accuracy of event detectors.

Camera 2

Message 2
Figure 2. The illustration of The “procession event”
4.2 Evaluation of Semantic Integration
Several social messages using the keywords of the
public safety events are collected. Some social messages
are selected using filtering method [14]. The idea of
evaluating the semantic integration method is based on
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whether the accuracy of detecting public safety events
improves or not. When the surveillance cameras are
used as the event detection initiator, the evaluation steps
are as follows.

The multi-modal representation step has been given
based on the four kinds of integration.

1) In a given time range of the event, the detectors are
used to detect the event in the surveillance cameras. The
average event detector result of the surveillance camera
is captured and the event detector result of each camera
is ranked.
2) Doing the semantic integration of social messages
and surveillance cameras, the integration result of each
camera is ranked.
3) Comparing the new ranking based on the ranking in
first and second step.
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